
 
SCHOOL PROGRAMME - 3rd, 4th, 5th May 2017 

An initiative brought to you by: 

              



Wednesday 3rd May 2017 - 10am 
 
Option 1 
 
Aħna u Huma (Network Cafè / Ronald Briffa)   INCLUSION / 
COMBATING INEQUALITY 
 
Us And Them, begins innocently enough with two groups of 
wanderers looking for a place to settle. Once they each find a 
plot of land, both groups agree to mark a line between their 
two territories. Over time, the line becomes a fence and a 
fence becomes a wall and the wall grows in size until neither 
side knows what the other is doing. As fear takes hold, both 
sides unknowingly make preparations for ensuing conflict until 
eventually it explodes. In the end, two survivors, looking at the 
waste they have inflicted on one other, come to the conclusion 
that the wall was to blame. This Maltese adaptation of the play 
uses the wall metaphor to represent trust issues. The plot 
touches on other issues such as inclusion, team-work, bullying 
in a way which the young audience can understand. 
 
Themes: The play revolves around the idea of diversity within 
society. Citing Malta’s growing secularism and 
multiculturalism, we are inclined to see a shift towards a more 
universal and inclusive system of ethics. The finale of the play 
is the perfect example to show that inclusion and tolerance are 
in fact the best ingredients of success in the communities we 
live in. 
 
 

 

 



Wednesday 3rd May 2017 - 10am 
 
Option 2 
 
Your Voice Affects Me (Pamela Kerr)   ENGAGEMENT / 
PARTICIPATION FOR ALL 
 
‘The human voice is the instrument we all play’. Language is 
extremely powerful yet it is not what we actually say that 
matters but it is how we say it. This is a 20 minute 
contemporary solo by dancer Kostas Papamatthaiakis on the 
way the human voice affects us. It emphasises the fact that 
our non-verbals are very important and have more weight than 
what we actually say verbally. 
It uses music by Arvo Part and includes speeches from Hitler 
to Shakespeare. A post-performance discussion will be held 
with the students and a workshop on physicality will be carried 
out with students. 
 
 
Themes: The project deals with self-awareness. The 
performance deals with a varied amount of speeches and 
tones of voice and the performer is reacting to them. 
Everybody understands how important our non-verbals are 
however are we aware of how we are actually using our 
non-verbals in public? Are we aware of how we are being 
manipulated on a daily basis by politicians, media and also the 
people around us in how they are using their 
non-verbals to influence us? 
 

 
 
 
Demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pX4VCg9NnHI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pX4VCg9NnHI


Thursday 4th May 2017 - 10am 
 
Option 1 
 
The Complete History of Europe (More or Less) 
(More or Less Theatre)  
 
Starting from the Bronze Age and going all the way up until the 
current formation of the EU, The Complete History of Europe 
(More or Less) goes through the entire history of Europe in a 
fun and hilarious way. Presented by a duo using a boxful of 
costumes and props, this show cuts European history down to 
size by providing its audiences with a very useful overview of 
what happened and when – enabling them to put history 
lessons into context. Featured subjects include Ancient 
Greece, the Roman Empire, the Great Schism, the Crusades, 
the Mongol Invasion, the Bubonic Plague, the Discovery Age, 
the French Revolution, and the World Wars. The piece is also 
interactive and audiences can expect to be addressed 
directly, asked questions, and made to participate in a 
Battle.  
 
Themes: European History 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



Thursday 4th May 2017 - 10am 
 
Option 2 

 
 
 
 

Aħna u Huma (Network Cafè / Ronald Briffa)   INCLUSION / 
COMBATING INEQUALITY 
 
Us And Them, begins innocently enough with two groups of 
wanderers looking for a place to settle. Once they each find a 
plot of land, both groups agree to mark a line between their 
two territories. Over time, the line becomes a fence and a 
fence becomes a wall and the wall grows in size until neither 
side knows what the other is doing. As fear takes hold, both 
sides unknowingly make preparations for ensuing conflict until 
eventually it explodes. In the end, two survivors, looking at the 
waste they have inflicted on one other, come to the conclusion 
that the wall was to blame. This Maltese adaptation of the play 
uses the wall metaphor to represent trust issues. The plot 
touches on other issues such as inclusion, team-work, bullying 
in a way which the young audience can understand. 
 
Themes: The play revolves around the idea of diversity within 
society. Citing Malta’s growing secularism and 
multiculturalism, we are inclined to see a shift towards a more 
universal and inclusive system of ethics. The finale of the play 
is the perfect example to show that inclusion and tolerance are 
in fact the best ingredients of success in the communities we 
live in. 
 
 

 
 
 



Friday 5th May 2017 - 10am 
 

 
 

Option 1 
 
Girls Like That (Masquerade Theatre Company) - SOCIAL 
COMMITMENT 
 
Girls Like That explores the pressures of young people today 
in the wake of advancing technology. Teenagers and 
technology collide with terrifying consequences as the play 
challenges the notions of body image, sexuality and 
cyber-bullying. Eighteen girls have been together since they 
were five. Now sixteen, and subject more than ever to peer 
pressure and even more exposed to social media, they react 
violently when the photo of one of them, naked, goes viral 
around the school. The toll on mental health and confidence is 
huge. The play is written by Evan Placey and directed by Polly 
March. A workshop related to what the students would have 
experienced during the performance will follow. 
 
Themes: The play deals with a number of points mentioned in 
the teaching handbook of the Social Studies and PSCD 
curricula such as the concepts of helping others or not, of 
being part of a group, of having friends or not, getting along 
with people, group dynamics and promoting decision-making. 
This plays shows how people should be aware of the 
consequences of their actions and being aware of the terrifying 
possibilities through irresponsible use of social media.

 



Friday 5th May 2017 - 10am 
 
Option 2 
 
The Complete History of Science (More or Less) 
 
This performance gets the wonderful world of science and cuts 
it down to size in the most fun possible way. Audiences are 
treated to a fast-forward journey starting from the smallest of 
particles to the mind-boggling ginormousness of the universe 
and everything in between! The play successfully aims to 
make students view science in a fun way and get them to build 
a healthy curiosity about scientific concepts such as forces, 
chemistry, biology and evolution. It does so by combining facts 
with humour and an interactive presentation. The performers 
encourage questions from the students during the show. 
Written by Malcolm Galea. 
 
 
Themes: The subjects directly addressed in the play are 
Forces (Isaac Newton’s work plus an interactive experiment), 
Atoms (Neils Bohr’s work plus an interactive experiment), 
Chemistry (Antoine Lavoisier’s work plus an interactive 
experiment), Water (an interactive experiment), Biology (Louis 
Pasteur’s work plus an interactive demonstration) and 
Evolution (Charles Darwin’s work). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


